
 

Land and Waters as One  
 

An open letter to Ontario’s political leaders  

on your platforms for the upcoming election 

 

April 26, 2022 

 

Dear Premier Ford, Mr Del Duca, Ms Horvath, and Mr Schreiner 

 

As we head into a provincial election, the supporters of this submission, forwarded to you via petition 

software, agree with the perspective of the Ontario Headwaters Institute and its recommendations below. 

 

Currently, we believe that the Province’s direction on land use and watershed planning is fractured and 

faltering, and that these regimes need to be replaced with a holistic perspective and inter-agency 

collaboration.  

 

Rather than embrace global imperatives to address the climate crisis, the loss of biodiversity, and 

complete, compact communities, the last few years in Ontario can be characterized as having been driven 

by desires to eliminate what has been described as environmental red tape and to make development more 

streamlined. This framework means that Ontario cannot embrace emerging global needs to protect: 

 Natural Heritage and Biodiversity; 

 Upland significant surface water contribution areas; 

 Wetlands, surface water, and groundwater; 

 Agriculture and local food security; and, 

 Sustainable urban form, public wellbeing, and economic vitality. 

 

To address these needs, we ask you to pursue new, holistic perspectives and inter-agency collaboration that 

will treat land and water as one. Key aspects may be as follow: 

 

Recommendation 1:   Protect Ontario’s Natural Heritage 

Ontario should develop provincial goals and targets to protect natural heritage and water on a 

watershed n basis, perhaps informed by the federal guideline “How Much Habitat is Enough”.  

 

Recommendation 2:   Integrate Watershed Management with Land Use Planning 

Ontario should commit to developing a combined Integrated Watershed Management and 

Sustainable Land Use Planning framework. The framework could be built from existing assets that 

include the Provincial Policy Statement; could integrate the draft Watershed and Sub-watershed 

planning guides; and could seek to harmonize the standards related to O. Reg 097/04 for our 36 

conservation authorities and the guidelines recommended in the Ontario Natural Heritage 

Reference Manual.   

 

Recommendation 3:   Protect Our Water 

Ontario should establish thresholds for and require remedial action of designated parties when 

monitoring shows that local waters exceed safe limits under the Provincial Water Quality 

Objectives. Indeed, this could be linked to a broader effort to establish regional Water Boards that 

could receive, comment on, and request action related to water quality and quantity reports, 

watershed report cards, natural heritage and biodiversity report cards, reports related to Ontario’s 

Low Water Response Plan, fishery and forest management plans including those on significant 

surface water contribution areas, and reports from First Nations on issues such as Indigenous 

Protected and Conserved Areas. 
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Recommendation 4:   Wetland Protection 

Ontario should update its Conservation Wetland Strategy and consider declaring all of the wetlands 

remaining in the Greater Golden Horseshoe as provincially significant, with immediate effect in 

municipal official plans. 

 

Recommendation 5:   Support Sustainable Agriculture   

Ontario should move to protect all agricultural lands in the Great Golden Horseshoe with class 1, 2, 

and 3 soils from land conversion. This protection should be augmented with efforts to reduce the 

tax burden on farming, support the transition to sustainable farming, and facilitate farm succession. 

 

Recommendation 6:   Increase Over-sight for Aggregate Operations 

Ontario should restore community input into consultation on aggregates, balancing the recent trend 

of closed-door meetings with aggregate operators without public input, and increase over-sight of 

this industry. Issues of concern include unfettered permitting for extraction below the water table; 

impacts upon surface and groundwater; local noise, dust, fly-rock, and road safety & deterioration; 

early and progressive site rehabilitation; a lack of operation monitoring by provincial staff, 

including for rehabilitated pits and quarries; and access to data required to be reported by operators 

within provincial databases. 

 

Recommendation 7:   Expand and Better Protect Special Policy Areas 

Ontario should re-assure all who reside in the Greater Golden Horseshoe, as well as in other areas 

of the province, that their region is receiving environmental protection equal to that of those who 

live in the Greenbelt. Regional ecological integrity depends on protecting that which sustains us, 

and natural heritage, water, and agriculture must be protected to a reasonable extent, as per the first 

recommendation above, as well as through clearly articulated principles for sustainable 

development and sustainable communities. We therefore suggest the expansion of the Greenbelt 

across the whole of the Greater Golden Horseshoe. We also suggest that the exclusion of the impact 

of infrastructure to be located in the Greenbelt from environmental assessment be ended. It makes 

no sense to require an assessment of the footprint of a new road or sewage treatment plant but 

exclude the impact of the road’s lighting or salt run-off nor the multiple impacts of sewage effluent 

on local receiving waters. 

 

We hope you find our suggestions to treat Ontario’s land and waters as one worthy of consideration in 

your platforms, and wish you a safe campaign full of integrity and meaningful discussion.  

 

Please feel free to contact the undersigned at your convenience for further discussion.  

 

Sincerely, 
 

Andrew Andrew Andrew Andrew McCammonMcCammonMcCammonMcCammon    

Executive Director 

andrew@ontarioheadwaters.ca 

416 231 9484 
 


